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MY IN-DEPTH REVIEW OF GALA 2019

Good tidings, Denison! Another Tuesday, another tasty National Holiday for us celebrate. Up to bat today, 
October 8, is National Fluffernutter Day! Yeah, the marshmallow fluff and peanut butter sandwiches. I 
know, I know. 

If you’re looking to celebrate this...holiday...consider wrangling up some sandwiches to share, perhaps with 
your cute vintage suburban children. They’ll surely be worn out after a long day of jacks, and...radio? (What 
did children do for fun in the 60s? Dolls? Baseball cap? Book?) And take care to make sure your apron is 
starched and your curlers are out beforehand. You wouldn’t want your husband to come home from the office 
and see you without your beads on. What would the nieghbors say?

HAPPY NATIONAL...FLUFFERNUTTER DAY!

this is actually white cultureit’s just so.......devoida portrait of ameircana

HUMOR – Isabella Puccini, Senior Editor

In the 16 combined minutes that I was at Gala (2.5 minutes before my roommate and I went back to our 
apartment for a shot of  xxx * and then came back for a significantly more exciting 13.5 minutes,) you know I 
was taking diligent notes for purposes of highly professional journalistic review. So without further ado, here 
are my Gala 2019 takes: hot, cold, and lightly toasted.
*water, just water. Definitely water. Hydrate or die-drate kids

THEME: A smexy concept. The execution wasn’t not not there. At one point I saw someone wearing a mask, 
and in that moment, it was like I was in New Orleans, you know?

DECOR: String lights and fake plants–a foolproof combo. Just ask any freshman girl living in Curtis East.

ATTRACTIONS: I waited in line for 10 minutes for the photobooth before my friends got tired and we left. 
Memories I’ll cherish forever!

MUSIC: Some great atmospheric tunes to set that jazzy and classy vibe, like Mr. Brightside, and All Star.  

FOOD: I don’t eat meat, but luckily this wasn’t a problem with fine dining options of white rice, raw carrot, 
and caramel chocolates that may or not have been stored in an underground bunker for 62 years beforehand.

FASHION: Some real cute formal wear, and what might have been a record-high number of sweatpants. 
@the girl I saw wearing a tracksuit, hit me up. I like your spunk. I’d think we’d vibe.

SATIRE!!
(I had fun. It was nice.) – Isabella Puccini, Senior Editor



Bull’s  
Last Word

Staff “fave kind of dog” Box 
Jax “all dogs” Preyer, Managing Editor

Elizabeth “domestic canines” Arterberry, Junior Writer
Katie “cat” Kerrigan, Junior Writer

Jack “scrappy doo” May, Sophomore Writer

Zach “loves each individual dog” Correia, Head Writer

all dogs go to an
abstract concept of 
afterlife far beyond 

the limits of our 
understandings in 

this mortal coil
Charlie “perros” Schweiger, Junior Writer

Isabella “every dog” Puccini, Senior Editor
Sophia “they’re all good boys” Menconi, Senior Editor

James “and good girls” Whitney, Sophomore Editor

Jay “puppers” Huff, Senior Writer

PHOTOS OF DOGS IN HALLOWEEN COSTUMES THAT
LOOKING AT CONSTITUTE ACTS OF RADICAL SELF CARE

“I’m gonna give the people exactly 
what they want.”

– Me, elatedly scrolling through 
Google Images at 11:39pm

– Isabella Puccini, Senior EditorFINALLY, 
GOOD CONTENT


